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March 14, 2013

To: Gordon Fulton, Q.c. Commission Counsel and British Columbia Utilities
Commission

Re: FortisBC Energy Inc.Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and
Necessity for the Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project

I would like to thank you all very much for addressing the hearing and allowing the
concerned public to be a part of the submissions and infonnation for public
knowledge. I would like to write this without prejudice and unbiased as to the BC
authorities exploring new technology; but Iam also writing this as a concern of the
research and information as a BCUtility user of the Analogue meter; and having
over 500 KV lines on my Kootenay property; and not sure of the voltage of Fortis
lines on my property as to this new knowledge; how it will effect the public in
general!

(

I would like to state I have worked within the BCgovernment (Ministry of
Environment for over 8years) and other government bodies; City of Rossland,
RCMP,lawyers, doctors, construction, on my own farm and others; and a variety of
other mainly service orientated jobs. Therefore, Ifeel Iunderstand (as I have
several years of college with administration and counseling diplomas); some of the
complexity of human nature trying to be unbiased and without prejudice from
different vocations and backgrounds. Also, there are different skills or no skills that
people have to present facts and ideas; and some may be intimidated at your
procedural process. Mainly the older people and rural areas whether our country or
others may be educated to use computer surveys or access to the internet.

Ihave been privy to have been a witness to all this wonderful knowledge presented
to us in these Kelowna Hearings. This information is a lot to process; from credited
doctors, scientists, architects, for example; from around the world. I feel the
professional's time was such a valuable contribution. Is it better to have had more
opportunity for the experts to have expressed their research; rather than time spent
on interrogation? Iam very embarrassed that some of the professionals seemed like
they were almost harassed as to their credibility and credentials.

Iam thankful that we have a freedom of speech in Canada and in our Canadian
Constitution I believe under Section 7 (due process) we have a Charter of Rights to
be able to process our freedom of speech humanely and the information should be
able to be projected respectfully and without discrepancy.
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I feel our democratic rights have been disrespected and our Charter of Rights have
been violated due to BCHydro implementing the process of installing their Smart
Meters on private property and homes, etc. without people's consent, knowledge
and some were not even home. Ihave heard CHBCnews last week that Fortis
Advanced Meters will be mandated if this goes through; and Fortis may cut off our
power if we object. Are taxpaying citizens, children and the elderly not protected by
the Utilities Commission? Ican't quote the exact page, but it was this week; may
have been in Volume 9. The lawyer for FortisBC, Mr. George MacIntosh stated
similar comments that if we do not comply with the new meters we would get our
power turned off. Ihave heard a comment (but not sure of the exact quote) Mr.
MacMurchya panel member stated or asked" ...it's your way or the highway?'

For the record, I have asked on March 14,2013 at the 10 am. break to
Commissioned Counsel, Mr. G.A. Fulton if Imay submit a letter before the BC
Utilities Commission as evidence before the BCUtilities Commission leaves. Mr.
Fulton stated it may be submitted before 2 pm; but as I write I think the time has
changed they will be finished by noon, on March 15, 2013. Thank you to Mr. Fulton
for allowing me to submit this letter request; as several people in the audience also
made a few comments of similar context regarding this hearing.

(
Some people may not have funds to represent themselves (with legal counsel). Is it
being railroaded by big government or corporations/companies who have all the
power, money and government backing to force unhealthy meters on the taxpayers
and public? Some public people did not come to the hearings as they did not feel
educated enough and didn't even know this hearing was happening, why was this
hearing not advertised through our Fortis bills or newspapers? Is this a part of
intimidating and not educating the taxpayers who struggle to pay Fortis bills as the
cost of power and living keeps rising? Is there no care for pensioners and low
income families to stress them with more struggling finances to have to pay more?

Iwould like to stick up for the unborn fetis, children, seniors and those with
disabilities; pacemakers, EMFsensitivity persons, animals, bees and the
environment; or anyone who may not be able to express themselves; to the Chair,
Panel and BCUtilities Commission. After this research and suggestions from the
professionals, is there a healthier, safer meter for the environment; and not invading
our privacy by monitoring our every waking decision with the use of these smart
appliances? The Analogue meter has not given us any bad side effects; and is less
costly and durable as they seem to last a long time; and does not invade our privacy;
so why are you not improving with similar healthy non- invasive meters?

As per Dr. Jameson's suggestions today, should be in Volume 10; I concur that it
would it be reasonable for the BCUtilities Commission to give us an independent
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survey for all the people affected (not a computer survey)? Mayyou please research
regarding the health effects of the smart meters as presented in this hearing? May
we the public have a responsible report based on aUthe evidence presented?

It seems like all the BCgovernment officials kept quoting the under review Code 6
and the safety limits that Fortis have met, Health Canada's Safety Code 6 was held
up to be the "end all be all"; however one must recognize that Safety Code 6 is under
review. Although Fortis claims these Smart Meter's emissions last only a few
minutes per day, these emissions are in the form of very tiny pulses. There are
major concerns for these pulses which pierce our electrical body many thousands
times per day. Itappears that there is no time for adequate recovery of our bodies
electrical fields before it is hit with yet another stabbing pulse. Some professionals
kept focusing on the fact of the constant pulsing and transmitting to all the
appliances, routers, collectors, hubs pulsing constantly 24/7 radiating
electromagnetic frequencies forever (or until we die.)

Dr. Klinghardt and Dr. George Carlow who is involved with wireless technology feels
that this is detrimental to our health. Without more research; do you not feel it
should be our democratic right not to want to be experimented on with our lives?

( May Iplease have some clarification on my third submission letter regarding the
smart meters and Fortis/BC Hydro radiating electromagnetic frequencies? I
respectfully request a reply to some of the questions and submissions; and Ireally
thank you again in advance for your time and for public to be present at your
hearings.

Iam sorry for any errors or omissions.

Respectfully submitted,

Aconcerned T
Beverly Allen

Ba

Copies to interested parties

Electoral Regional District B
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